INTRODUCTION
Formai power series play an important rôle in many diverse areas of theoretical computer science and mathematics [1] , [9] , [10] , [20] . The classes of power series studied most often in connection with automata, grammars and languages are the rational and algebraic series. It is wellknown that each regular (resp. context-free) language is the support of a rational (resp. an algebraic) series. However, the rational series are able to model also nonregular phenomena. So the transition from regular languages to rational power series constitutes a very essential generalization. It is also wellknown that many problems concerning parallel rewriting and L Systems lead to rational series [11] , [12] . Rational series are also widely used in combinatorics and nonlinear control theory.
In language theory formai power series often provide a powerful tool for obtaining deep decidability results [9] , [20] , A brilliant example is the solution of the équivalence problem for finite deterministic multitape automata given by Harju and Karhumaki [5] .
In this paper we search for a common generalization to the théories of formai power series and L Systems. Our approach sheds new light on both théories and opens up new interesting avenues for further research. We are going to define and study formai power series obtained by morphic itération. These series are generated by suitably modified L Systems. We give a simple example.
Suppose A is a semiring and E is a finite alphabet. Dénote the semiring of formai polynomials over E with coefficients in A by A (S*) and assume that h : A (S*) -> A{E*) is a semiring morphism. Such a morphism necessarily satisfies h(X) = A. We suppose also that h (a • À) = a • À holds for every a E A, Finally, assume UJ G A (S*). Now define the séquence r& (i > 0) by r<°) "= a;, r( 2+1 ) = h(r^). Then limr-W, if it exists, is a morphically generated series. Of course, we have to specify the convergence used in the limit process. In our work we allow also more complicated itération. Instead of r^+ 1 ) = /i(rW) we might have, e.g., r(* +1 ) = a/ii (rW) + h 2 (rW) h$ (rW), where a is a letter and hi, h 2 , h$ are, not necessarily distinct, morphisms of A{E*}.
Hence, to define a morphically generated series we have to specify the semiring A {(S*)), the convergence, the mode of itération, the morphisms used in the itération and the initial point. Therefore we consider 5-tuples (A{{E*)), 2?, P, y?, u) referred to as Lindenmayerian séries generating Systems. Hère V spécifies the convergence, P is a polynomial specifying the mode of itération and (p gives the morphisms.
A brief outline of the contents of the paper follows. In Section 2 we define Lindenmayerian series generating Systems, shortly, LS Systems, and LS series. In Section 3 we study fixed point properties of LS series and the possibilities to generate LS séries monotonically. Both issues are very important in the theory of LS series. In Section 4 we define ELS series which are of the form r 0 char (A*) where r is an LS series. We establish basic closure properties of ELS series and show that algebraic series are ELS series. In Section 5 we study decidability questions concerning LS and ELS series. This paper is essentially self-contained. Only the rudiments concerning formai languages (see [19] ), power series (see [1] , [9] , [20] ) and L Systems (see [12] ) are assumed. However, the motivation of our work might be easier to grasp if the reader has more extensive previous knowledge about formai power series, L Systems and their applications (see also [13] , [14] ).
Our work has close connections to earlier work concerning language équations (see [2] - [4] , [7] , [15]- [18] , [6] ).
DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basics of the théories of semirings and formai power series (see [1] , [9] ). Notions and notations that are not defined are taken from [9] .
If A is a semiring and S is an alphabet, not necessarily finite, the semiring of formai power series with coefficients in A and (noncommuting) variables in E is denoted by A {(E*)). If r G A ((S*)) we dénote r = V^ (r, w) w, r n -Y^ (r, w)w (n > 0) \w\<n and supp(r) = {w\(r, w) ^ 0}.
The set supp(r) is called the support of r. The subsemiring of A ({£*)) consisting of the series having a finite support is denoted by A (E*). The éléments of A (E*) are referred to as polynomials.
In the sequel we use the notion of convergence introduced in [9] . We dénote by V^ -(jD^,lim rf ) the convergence in A {(E*)} which is obtained when the discrete convergence in A is transferred to A ((E*)) as explained in [9] . Also Vd is called the discrete convergence. It is easy to see that Vî s multiplicative (see [8] ).
Suppose A is a commutative semiring and h : E* -» A (E*) is a monoid morphism. (Hère A (E*) is regarded as a multiplicative monoid.) Then we extend h to a semiring morphism
Notice that the assumption of commutativeness is needed in the vérification that indeed h(rir 2 ) = h(ri)h(r2) for n, r 2 G A (S*). In the sequel we always tacitly extend a morphism h G Hom (S*, A (E*)) to a semiring morphism h : A (E*) -> A (S*) as explained above. Notice that Hom (S*, A (S*)) can be identified with the set {h : A (S*) -» A (S*)| h is a semiring morphism and /i (a • À) = a • A for any a G A}.
Suppose r G A ((S*)) and that V -(D, lim) is a convergence in A«E*)). If h : A (S*) -+ A (S*) is a morphism, we say that h(r) is defined if and only if lim/i (r n ) exists. Then we dénote, of course,
In what follows X is a denumerably infinité alphabet of variables. Furthermore, E will always be a finite alphabet. DÉFINITION 
2.1: Suppose
A is a comrnutative semiring and E is a finite alphabet. An interprétation ip over (A, S) is a mapping from X to Hom (S*, A (S*)). DÉFINITION 
2.2:
A Lindenmayerian series generating System, shortly, an LS system, is a 5-tuple G = (A ((S*)), V, P, cp, UJ) where A is a commutative semiring, E is a finite alphabet, V is a convergence in A ((S*)), P is a polynomial in A{(X U S)*), y? is an interprétation over (A, S) and u is a polynomial in A (S*).
The series generated by an LS system is obtained by itération. Before the précise définition we need a notation.
Suppose This example shows that the coefficients of an LS series can record much more than just the multiplicities with which the éléments are obtained in a generating process. This is an applicationwise important property of formai power series in gênerai. Example 2.6:
It is not difficult to see that S (G) equals the unique quasiregular solution of the équation
In gênerai, if G is an LS System, S (G) does not necessarily exist. Example 2.7: Dénote S -{a, b} and
. Furthermore, dénote a;i = a + 6 and 0J2 -a. Define the LS system Gij by
In Examples 2.5-2.7 the Systems G, G^-are deterministic in the sensé that for each a G S, cp (x) (a) is a monomial. Such Systems can be considered as generalizations of DT0L Systems (see also [6] ).
We conclude this section with an example showing that the existence of the series generated by an LS system dépends on the choice of the convergence and the axiom. 
FIXED POINT PROPERTIES OF LS SERIES
In this section we show that in many cases the series generated by an LS system can be characterized as the minimal solution of a polynomial équation involving morphisms. We also study the possibilities to generate LS series monotonically. Both questions are of fundamental importance in the theory of LS series. There are LS Systems having infinitely many fixed points and there are LS Systems having no fixed points at all. Indeed, consider the LS
P2(x) = a + 2x and <p(x) is the identity morphism (a E S). Clearly any r G N {(S*)
) is a fixed point of G\ whereas G2 has no fixed points.
is a nonerasing LS system. If S (G) exists, it is a fixed point of G.
Proof: Let (rW) be the approximation séquence associated to G. Dénote hj -<p(xj), 1 < j < n. By the assumption, S (G) = lim rW exists. Therefore r = S (G) = y^tt 2^. Because r is not a fixed point of P. We show next that for partially ordered semirings the assumption that G is nonerasing can be replaced by other assumptions.
Suppose A is a partially ordered semiring under <. The relation < is extended to A {(E*)) by r\ < r<i if and only if (n, w) < (r2, W) holds for all w e E*. Under this relation A {(S*)) is a partially ordered semiring.
s an LS System and ail £ A (S*). A fixed point r > UJ\ of G is called the minimal fixed point of G over u)\ if r < r 1 whenever r' is a fixed point of G such that r 1 > ui. By définition, an LS System G = (A ((S*)), 2?, P (xi, ..., x n ), y>, w) with the approximation séquence (rW) is reduced if for each j' (1 < j < n) there exist a nonnegative integer i and w G supp (r^) such that <p (XJ) (w) / 0. We say that a partially ordered semiring A preserves strict inequality if a < b implies a -h c < b + c (resp. ac < èc and ca < cb) for any c G A (resp. for any c G A, c ^ 0), for every a, b E A, THEOREM 
3.4: Suppose A is a partially ordered semiring and
is a reduced LS System. Dénote the approximation séquence of G by (rW). If ou < r^\ the séquence (rW) is monotonie, i.e., satisfies r (0)< r (l)< r (2)<...
Suppose, furthermore, that A preserves strict inequality. Then, if S (G) exists, it is the minimal fixed point of G over UJ.
Proof: Dénote hj = <p(xj), 1 < j < n. If a, b G A and a < b, then ap < bp for any p e A (S*). Therefore, if Pi, P2 E A {E*} and h G Hom (S*, A (S*)), then pi < p 2 implies < h(p 2 ). Hence, if r^ < r^+ 1 ), then
This proves the first claim.
Suppose then that r -S (G) -lim r^ exists. Clearly r^ < r for any i. i-too
Fix j (1 < j < n). Suppose now that hj (r) does not exist. Then there exists tu G S* such that the set {v G supp (r)\w G supp (hj (v))} = {vk\ k e N} is infinité. Furthermore, if we dénote
there exists a growing séquence (at) of nonnegative integers such that
s(a t ) < s(a t +i)
for any t > 0. In f act, because A preserves strict inequality, we can choose Suppose then that r' is a fixed point of G such that ui < r'. It follows inductively that rW < r ' for any i. Therefore r < r\ • Note that the condition u> < rW trivially holds if cu = 0. Theorem 3.4 holds true for many partially ordered semirings which do not preserve strict inequality. It holds, e.g., for each semiring having no infinité ascending chains. (If A is a partially ordered semiring, {ai|i£N}CAis an ascending chain if CLQ < ai < a<i <...). Specially, Theorem 3.4 holds true for B. If, in Theorem 3.4, the LS system G is nonerasing, Theorem 3.4 holds for any partially ordered semiring A,
We state the converse of Theorem 3.4 for N, although, again, the same argument applies to many other cases. the limit approach and the fixed point approach coincide. The same observation holds true in many other cases. It will be seen below, however, than in gênerai the limit approach is préférable. It is an interesting question whether every LS series can be generated rnonotonically. More specifically, if r -S (G) where G is an LS System, does there exist an LS System G f such that the approximation séquence associated to G f is monotonie and S (G) = S (G 1 ). The answer turns out to be négative in gênerai. Clearly Pi is linear in X. Therefore,
A 0 supp Oi (XJ) (a)) U supp (tpi (XJ) (b))
(1 < j < m), Notice that S (G) is indeed a fixed point of G. However, so is every series in N(({a, &}*}}• Therefore, this example shows that the limit approach is often préférable to the fixed point approach.
Hence each word in supp (<p\ (XJ) (a)) (resp. supp ((pi (XJ) (b))) is a positive power of a letter. Also, ip\ (XJ) (a) (resp. ipi (x.j) (b)) is a monomial and Pi
We conclude this section by a topological condition on the set of fixed points of an LS System G guaranteeing that S (G) can be generated monotonically. THEOREM 
3.7: Suppose A is a partially ordered semiring such that for no a E A there is an infinité chain {aj} such that CLJ < a for all j. Furthermore, suppose G -(A ((S*)), V^ P(xi, ..., # m ), y>, u)) is a nonerasing LS System such that S (G) exists. Then S (G) can be generated monotonically if there does not exist a séquence s (n) of fixed points of G such that lim s (n) = 5 (G) and s (n) < S (G) for each n. In particular, if G has only finitely many fixed points smaller thon S (G), then S (G) can be generated monotonically.

Proof: Suppose that there does not exist a séquence s (n) of fixed points of G such that lim s (n) -S (G) and s(n) < S (G) for each n. Dénote
., x m ), <p, r k )(k>0).
By Theorem 3.2, 5 (G)
is a fixed point of G. Therefore, because G is nonerasing, r k < P{(p{x\) (r*.), ..., (f(x m )(r k )) for each k. By Theorem 3.4, the approximation séquence sW associated to G k is monotonie.
Clearly fl (0 < S (G) for each %. Therefore S (G k ) exists, S (G k ) < S {G) and S (Gk) is a fixed point of G for any k. Because 5 (Gk) > r k we have limS'(Gfc) = S (G). By the assumption there exists an integer t such that S(G t ) = S (G). This implies the claim. D
ELS SERIES
In this section we define and study ELS Systems and series. An ELS series is of the form r 0 char (A*) where r G A {(S*)) is an LS series and ACE. This generalization is well motivated for many reasons. Intuitively, it means that we pay less attention to the way the series is generated and more attention to what the series can teil us. Therefore, the generalization is very désirable applicationwise. The introduction of the Hadamard product corresponds to the use of nonterminals in language theory. Notice, ho we ver, that in a sense, it is possible to use nonterminals already in connection with LS series (see Example 3.6). Intuitively, only "vanishing" nonterminals are available in LS Systems, whereas ELS Systems have also "nonvanishing" nonterminals. 
S(G) = S(*7(G))0char(A*).
A series r is called an ELS series if there exists an ELS system G such that r -S (G). A series r is called an ELS series with u = 0 if there exists an ELS system G = (A {(S*)), P, P, tp, 0, A) such that r = S (G).
Example 4.2: Suppose L Ç S* is an ETOL language (see [12] ). By an obvious modification of Example 2.4 one can show that char (L) E B ((S*)} is an ELS series with u = 0. In the définition of an LS system and the approximation séquence associated to an LS system only one polynomial is used. This is no restriction in the framework of ELS series. and say that 5 (G) is the (v^c^ör o/) series generated by G.
In connection with ELS Systems and series we want to emphasize that when we consider a polynomial P(x\, ..., x n ) we do not assume that each Xi actually has an occurrence in P.
For each i € N, suppose EW is an isomorphic copy of S and that copy^ : S -• E^) is a bijective mapping. Furthermore, suppose S(0 n EO') = 0 for i ^ j. Also, suppose that for each i G N, X® is an isomorphic copy of X and that XW Pi JÏ"W = 0 if i ^ j. Furthermore, assume (X U (JxW) n (E U (J E^) = 0. Extend the mapping copy,-from E U X to E^UlW such that the restriction copy^ : X -> X^ is bijective. The mapping copy 2 -is extended in the natural way from A(((SuX)*)) to UX«)*>>. Hence, if r G A ((S*)}, copy^r) G A«(E«)*)> i s the isomorphic copy of r over £W. Proof: Dénote the approximation séquence associated to G by (0%i, ..., 7*t,jb)). We suppose without loss of generality that (rt ;5 , A) = 0 for any t > 0, 1 < s < k. If necessary, we change u)\, ..., a;^. It suffices to show that there is an LS System G such that 
5=1
Furthermore,
if a = copy^ (a') G 1 0 if a 0 £0) 1 < 5 < fc, 1 < i < n, 1 < j < Jb. Dénote now the approximation séquence associated to G by (g^). It follows inductively that
This implies the first claim.
If A is partially ordered and UJ\ = • • • = u;*; = 0, the approximation séquence associated to G is monotonie. Hence the assumption concerning rW, ..., rW implies that (r M , X) = 0 for any t > 0, 1 < s < k. Therefore at the beginning of the proof we do not have to change the axioms and so
In what follows we consider also vectors of LS Systems which have different E's in their first components. This is merely a notational simplification.
In the rest of this section we always use the convergence IV where (r^)) and (5^)) are the approximation séquences associated to G\ and C?2, respectively. By Theorem 4.5, the series rs an is ELS series.
• The easy proof of the following claim is omitted. Notice, however, that Lemma 4.7 is not a particular case of Lemma 4.6.
LEMMA 4.7: Suppose r € A ((A*)) is a quasiregular ELS series and a G A. Then ar is an ELS series. If furthermore, A is partially ordered and r is an
ELS series with u = 0, so is ar. 
h (S (G)) is an ELS series. If furthermore, A is partially ordered and S (G) is an ELS series with cv = 0, so is h (S (G)).
Proof: Dénote by (r^)) the approximation séquence associated to U (G).
Extend h to a morphism from S* to A (Ap by h (a) -0 if a G S -A. Then \imh(A^) exists and equals h (S (G)).
Dénote P -P(xn, ..., The following theorem is a direct conséquence of Theorem 4.5 and the définition of an algebraic series (see [9] ). To conclude this section we show that erasing is a necessary facility in ELS sytems. This should be contrasted with the fact that £(ET0L) = C (EPTOL) (see [12] ). By définition, an ELS System G is nonerasing if the LS System U (G) is nonerasing. Hence the claim follows by Lemma 4.11. D
DECIDABILITY QUESTIONS
In this section we briefly discuss decidability questions concerning LS and ELS series. is an ELS System such that S (G) exists. Then supp (5 (G)) is recursive. THEOREM 
5.4: Suppose A is a positive semiring and is an LS System such that S (G) exists and tp (x) (a) ^ 0 for ail x and a E E.
Then it is decidable whether or not supp (S (G)) is infinité.
Proof: By Lemma 5.1 we suppose without restriction that A = EL The claim was proved in [6] , provided that tp (x) (a) G £* for any x and u G E. No essentially new ideas are needed to prove Theorem 5.4. D
We show next that every property which is undecidable for context-free languages is undecidable for LS series, too. Proof: The claims foliow from Lemma 5.5 and wellknown undecidability results concerning context-free languages. D Theorem 5.6 (i) and (ii) can also be deduced from the undecidability of language équivalence for DTOL Systems by Example 2.4. This shows that (i) and (ii) are undecidable even if Pi are supposed to be linear and u>i -0 (i = 1,2). However, we do not find it very interesting to translate various undecidability results of language theory to LS series. On the other hand, it is of interest to search classes of LS Systems for which new decidability results can be shown. It turns out that these restricted classes often still allow a very large spectre of truly morphic behaviour and do not necessarily restrict the mode of itération at ail. An example is provided by the following theorem. The decidability of the first condition is clear; the decidability of the second follows by the closure and decidability properties of rational series. G
